Advising Notes – Environmental Engineering (ENE)

Note: If you have an advisee that is an ENE, and you are not an ENE faculty member, please have the student see the COA office, MN203.

1. ABM option available for eligible students. See handout for eligibility and process.

2. CE 481 is offered Spring only.

3. We have been informed that all ENE students may not be able to enroll in MEA 323 due to space limitations. Therefore, to accommodate, we will allow the following course:
   a. SSC 442 – Soil & Environ. Biogeochemistry (contact gwana_arcuri@ncsu to be added)

4. The following ENE-relevant courses are offered only once a year:
   
   **Spring courses:** CE 477  CE 479  CE 339  CE 481
   
   **Fall courses:** CE 378  CE 476  CE 478  CE 484  CE 488

5. There may be some conflicts with required Environmental courses at the PS 320 and PS 336